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Hello Friends,
Time flies - It is already a year that Osama Bin Laden is dead.
Things change – France and Russia have new presidents.
However, one thing does not change - Maharashtra Foundation
(MF)’s Annual General Body meeting does take place every
year in the last week of July! This year’s Annual General Body
meeting will take place on 22 nd July 2012. The agenda and the
audited accounts are included in this issue of the news letter.
Anirudha Kinare has resigned and Anjali Limaye completed her
term. Therefore, there will be two vacant positions on the board
of directors.
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Maharashtra Foundation’s projects are progressing well.
Khedkar project is the largest project MF has undertaken. MF
board member Anand Sharangpani visited Khedkar project site
at Anjanvel in his recent trip to India. He has submitted his
observations to the MF board of directors.
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Dr. Anand Nadkarni, Managing Trustee of Institute for
Psychological Health (IPH) and founder trustee and consultant
of Muktangan De-Addiction Center in Pune will be visiting USA
in August 2012. I.P.H. is doing excellent work for psycho social
issues amongst the community. The I.P.H. work is a pioneering
effort in day to day human psychology. Dr. Anand is a
distinguished orator and an accomplished writer with 14 awardwinning books to his credit. MF will be hosting his lectures in
Detroit, Chicago, New Jersey and some other states during his
stay in USA to publicize his work and generate funds.
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Project Coordinator & Public Relations:
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This year’s annual fund raising event will be held on October 27,
2012. We are inviting an excellent English play by artists from
Washington DC area. Please make a note that the venue has
changed from prior years. It will be held at ST. Demetrius Hall in
Carteret, NJ.
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When we start thinking about the fund raising event, it is with
the thought of “Giving”. It is amazing how our simple act of
giving can improve our relationships, our happiness and much
more. We can cultivate our own personal giving potential. We
can give most effectively by choosing the right times, places,
causes and people to give to. So mark your calendars for 27 th
October, 2012.
- Shaila Vidwans

President , Maharashtra Foundation
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Maharashtra Foundation’s
Annual General Body Meting, July 22, 2012
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Maharashtra Foundation’s Annual Fundraising Day
Saturday – October 27, 2012
Venue :
St. Demetrius Ukrainian Community Center, Carteret, New Jersey
This year we will be presenting
" A Tryst with Destiny" – a play written and directed by Amita Deepak
Jha, MD. This is the story of the great leaders of the freedom struggle in India, their personalities, their trials and
tribulations, their conflicts and political maneuvering that ended in the partition of India, and forced a violent migration
of 15 million people across the new borders to find new homes and identities. Was it necessary?
Mahatma Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru , M.A Jinnah and the British Viceroy Lord Mountbatten come alive in this drama
recreating the turbulent history of India's partition between 1920-1947. In 1947 partition of the Indian nation and the
birth of Pakistan changed the history of South Asia. This multimedia show with historical footage as the backdrop and
live actors on stage binds together the conflicts and personalities who changed the history of the Indian subcontinent.

Keynote speech, cocktails and dinner will also be part of the evening.
Be there to support the cause of Maharashtra Foundation

2012 Nominations
for
Maharashtra Foundation’s Board of Director positions
Nominations are invited for 2 positions from members to serve on the Board of Directors (BoD) of
Maharashtra foundation (MF) for a three-year term beginning August 2012. Only Benefactor, Patron, Life
members and 2011members are eligible to serve on the MF BoD. Please send in your written nomination
and a brief bio-data to the following address:
Maharashtra Foundation,
22 Salisbury Way
Farmington, CT 06032.
Or email to: vicepresident@maharashtrafoundation.org
All nominations must be mailed on or before June 30th 2012. Any nominations post-marked later than
June 30, 2012 will not be valid. All valid nominations and method of voting will be posted on the MF website
by 4th July, 2012.
BoD members are expected to contribute and participate in the volunteer work related to preparation of
appeals for donations and brochures, mass mailings, organizing fund–raisers, maintaining accounts,
updating mailing lists, etc. It is also expected that BoD members attend monthly meetings.
Please contact :
vicepresident@maharashtrafoundation.org for additional information.
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Maharashtra Foundation Inc. Financial Report as of December 31, 2011
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Maharashtra Foundation Inc. Financial Report as of December 31, 2011
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Maharashtra Foundation’s Projects’ Report

Swayamsiddha Project of Janvikas Pratishthan, Pune
Swayamsiddha has sought to create conducive social
environment for local women to facilitate the process of
their empowerment. It focused on 15 villages and
around 15,000 women in Maval Taluka of Pune district
of Maharashtra. Through various programs in areas
such as micro-credit and micro-finance, literacy,
entrepreneurship development, gender equality, health
and political participation; women were able to unite
together and make their voices heard during the course
of this project. The most important aspect of this project
was the ‘participation of men’ in all our activities. We
believe that efforts for ‘gender equality’ are half-hearted
if the basic tenets of patriarchy and attitudes of men are
not addressed.

Pure and Safe Drinking water for school children Grant A Smile Foundation, Pune in collaboration with
Rotary Clubs International.
Pure & Safe Drinking Water at the doorstep of people
living in remote areas is the concept called JAL DOOT.
Jal Doot is a unique three wheeler rickshaw fitted with
an Ultra Filtration Membrane based with a Multi Stage
Water Filtration Unit which removes microbiological and
viral contaminations. This membrane has been
developed by NCL, Pune, and has Indian and US patents. This vehicle is specially developed for Jal Doot by
Bajaj Auto.

Recently, two more Jal Doot vehicles (making a total of
17 vehicles since the start of the project) were put into
service and are operated by women.
They visit periodically various villages and deliver
Drinking water at the door step of the residents at a
cost of Rs 0.50 per liter. This frees the house lady from
walking miles to get water every day, and to use her
time in earning some additional income for the household. The lady drivers also earn a decent amount of Rs
5000/- or so per month by driving the vehicle. The
vehicle delivers the drinking water free of charge to
nearby schools besides selling to hospitals and
commercial establishments.

Since the project Swayamsiddha was started in 2007,
the number of Self Help Groups increased from about
25 in 2007 to 93 in 2011. The savings increased from
about Rs. 166000 in 2007 to Rs. 857000 in 2011.
Project Swayamsiddha provides monitoring, training,
workshops, and affiliation with national banks for these
Self Help Groups. The idea of entrepreneurship is
introduced through conventions and workshops, and
women are given help and support to start their own
small businesses.
Project Swayamsiddha prepares women to actively
participate in the public life as citizens. Our advocacy
and training efforts centre around making women aware
of their rights and duties as citizens, their equal status
and equipping them with hard skills to participate in the
political processes effectively.

Hanuman Vyayam Prasarak Mandal: Tribal Youth
Employment Scheme
Proejct activities: Instill vocational education programs in
school - Electrician, Wireman, Carpentry, Gardening,
Chalk Making, Tailoring, Dairy, Ayurvedic, Thread
Making etc. Limited students in each program and daily
training for students. Majority of students are girls.
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Prevention of Girl Child Marriages in Marathwada
(People’s Institute for Rural Development)
The NGO conducted workshops for girls and their
mothers to teach them about women’s health issues.
The workshops were conducted in 20 villages, and at
each workshop about 100 girls and their mother were in
attendance. The workshops focused on advantages of
allowing the girls to continue their schooling beyond the
seventh grade rather than opting for early marriage.

Seeing the vulnerability of the girls, exposure to unhealthy
environment and high probability of getting into flesh trade,
Apne Aap has also started a night shelter in August 2011
for the highly marginalized girls in the area.
Support Groups for Maternal & New Born Health Care
in Solapur Slums - Halo Medical Foundation, India
The slums in Solapur are quite inadequate, often lacking
basic services in public sanitation, subject to open
drainage systems, susceptible to high addiction rates,
government corruption, and gender inequality. Government
structures within the city are inefficient at providing timely
and effective solutions. Maharashtra Foundation is
supporting the Halo Medical Foundation (HMF) for some
constructive solutions in this regard.

Apne Aap Women’s Collective – Preventing SecondGeneration Prostitution
Apne Aap strives to prevent trafficking of prostitutes’
daughters by providing them with education and job
skills and helping them to secure a better and dignified
future. Under this project, the number of regular
beneficiaries has increased through the years with more
than 85% of the girls attending the regular center
activities. As a result the mutual bonding amongst girls
is improving slowly. The beneficiaries have been
achieving success not only at academic level but also
at socio-cultural level. Apne Aap staff feels very proud to
see the girls holding a winner’s trophy by participating in
various activities being held at different organizations.
Event: Day 19.01.2012 : In the photo (from L-R) : Shaila
Vidwans, President of Maharashtra Foundation, USA,
presenting Maharashtra Foundation’s projects along with Dr.
Madhavi Raite, Dr. Shashikant Ahankari from HMF, and Prof.
Vilas Bet.
HMF has implemented the Sure Start Project within these
slum communities utilizing Women’s Self-Help
(microfinance) Groups as a medium to convey support and
education about maternal and newborn health (MNH) to
pregnant women.
The Sure Start Project works in 80 slums with a population
of 176,094 and focuses on providing basic maternal and
newborn healthcare (MNH) to low-income, urban women.
This innovative idea allows women to be at the helm of
their healthcare by ‘adopting’ pregnant women and providing then with basic antenatal and postnatal care.

One of the beneficiaries came 1 st in drawing competition
which was organized by a local newspaper. Three of
Apne Aap girls won the dance competition held by local
cultural groups. Two Apne Aap beneficiary girls finished
their 3 years course of Hotel Management Apprentice
Program from a reputed five star hotel, and were
absorbed as Assistant Chefs in the same hotel.
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Harali Camp:
A Most Memorable Experience
During December, 2011, my friend Shaila Vidwans asked
me if I would like to volunteer for a health awareness camp
in Maharashtra, India. Since I do not have any background
in medicine, I thought I would not be of much help, and
hence I was little hesitant. But having done some
volunteer work before in the US, and having enjoyed it, I
agreed to go. Looking back, I am extremely pleased about
my decision. Most of you must have already read about
the volunteers’ visit to the Health Awareness Camp (Jan.16
-19, 2012) at the Jnana Prabodhini School, in Harali, as
described in the Maharashtra Foundation’s newsletter,
March, 2012.

Demonstration of BCC Card by Facilitator Suvarna Ghodke
to Community Volunteer & SHG Members

Here is my experience at, and perspective of, the same
Harali Camp/event.
Maharashtra Foundation has been running this camp at
Harali for two years. This was my first year at the camp. I
learned ahead of time that I might be assigned to assist a
dentist. On reaching the site I was introduced to a wonderful dentist, Dr. Sudha Singhanee. She warned me that in a
previous year there had been two dentists at the camp.
This year she was the only one, and so we might get really
busy. Boy, did we underestimate the number of patients
who walked into the classroom that served as a make-shift
clinic!

By working with 174 community-based organizations
(SHGs and Mahila Mandals), over 12,000 pregnant
women have been ‘adopted’ in the program.

In addition to the students, a lot of women wanted to have
their teeth checked. These women had come from nearby
villages. The role of the dental team was to examine
patients’ teeth and make recommendations for treatment.
Since Dr. Singhanee’s mother tongue was not Marathi, I
also acted as an interpreter for her and her patients. The
first priority for dental checkups was given to the children
attending the Jnana Prabodhini School. Their enthusiasm
was remarkable, even for learning simple thing like
brushing their teeth twice a day! So one can imagine how
amused they were when they saw me flossing my teeth.
Each medical practitioner was assigned one or more
students as helpers. These helpers carried messages,
brought tea, and did other chores that freed the volunteers
to do their health-related tasks. Their teachers and other
school staff also helped in a big way coordinating the
activities of the various clinics.

Participation of SHG & Mahila Mandal Members in Mahila
Melawa (Women’s Meet) on 23.01.2012 at Andur
The SHG members are given extensive training to equip
them with the knowledge and skills required to provide
adequate MNH to antenatal and postnatal women within
their communities. Field staff organizes week-long
community campaigns on topics such as nutrition,
breastfeeding, and anti-sex selection.
Street Muktee Sanghatana, Mumbai -Education
promotion for children of waste picker families:
Programs: Distribute educational material, Provide for
annual tuition fees, Vocational training. Long term
support will ensure continuity of activities for viable
results.
- Sharayu Tulpule
Vice President, Maharashtra Foundation

I observed boys to be more confident than girls in
communicating with us. Most of the students had had their
dental checkups during a health awareness camp in a
previous year. Unfortunately, very few could actually afford
to receive the recommended dental treatment.
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AIDS Relief International Project Report

The result was more cavities for some students, and
some more serious problems for others. But I
admired students’ enthusiasm for wanting to know
the state of their teeth. All of them promised us that
they would brush their teeth twice a day from then
on!

Since the last update, we hit a six-month delay in starting
the program. We have not used any of the money we had
planned to give to LTMG Hospital yet, but we are
scheduled to disburse the first installment on July 1.

Examining the local women was an interesting
experience. Some of them had never used a tooth
brush before, and to some of them just cleaning
their teeth was a new idea. One funny thing occurred
when I was talking to the village women and trying to
reinforce the brushing teeth. At the end of my
exhortation I asked them a question. How many times
should one brush one’s teeth? One old lady promptly
replied – twice a day. Ironically, she had no teeth left;
she had lost them all due to poor hygiene and from
chewing tobacco!

The delay happened because we ran into various
obstacles, including politics and bureaucracy and
leadership changes that affected our team in India. Our
partners at LTMG have many things to oversee and our
project unfortunately got sidelined as a result.
After a lot of discussion and a trip to India this month (paid
for from my own pocket), I managed to get everything back
on track by getting the Director of LTMG Hospital, Dr.
Sandhya Kamath, and the new Director of the AIDS
Control program in Mumbai, Dr. Kishor Kshirsagar, to
commit to being more personally involved in our program.

Needless to say, for all four days at the camp, we
were super busy. Thanks to Sudhaben’s wonderful
sense of humor, I did not know how time flew. The
Jnana Prabodhini experience was wonderful. I had a
sense of satisfaction, a good feeling about having
had the opportunity to serve lots of people who would
not otherwise get this kind of help.

Both were enthusiastic about the program from the first
stages and were sympathetic when I explained the
difficulties we were having. This should protect our
program from being sidelined again among the many
things the hospital staff has to keep track of.

One thought kept nagging at me. By Indian village
standards, the Jnana Prabodhini School is still
considered a special school, mostly for the privileged
among the villagers. Their influence in surrounding
areas allowed them to serve a large local population.
What could we do to meet the need for Health
Awareness Camps in other areas? I am glad I was
able to participate in helping a few, but our efforts
were the proverbial drop in the ocean. Much more is
needed out there. I am keen on doing my part again!
- Sunanda Oka (NJ)

I am excited to say that I should have some preliminary,
numerical results to show you by the end of the summer
and significant results in 6 months.
**Note: We were originally supposed to receive the second
half of the grant six months after the first. However, we
would be fine with receiving it six months after we spend
the first portion, approximately this November, 2012.
2. Special mentionable developments/positive
happenings in the project as well as challenges faced,
if any
We had a six-month delay in starting the program, as outlined above

Go Green with your next copy of MF
Newsletter in Electronic Format

3. Budget utilization for the program - in line with the
budget items

As requested in some past newsletters, if you have
not done, you may sign up for email delivery of
future issues of the Maharashtra Foundation’s (MF)
newsletter. Go Green and help MF in implementing
cost effective, quick communication tools and
technology of today. Your email address will only be
used by MF for its communication with you only, and
will not be given to anyone else.
Please send your email address to:
Email: secretary@maharashtrafounadtion.org
- MF Board of Directors

We have not used any of the $4,000 we were given yet.
Here is the most recent budget estimate for what our
program will cost:
$5,000 for the hiring of staff.
$0 for documentation costs – the hospital will be paying for
the cost of any data gathered using their own research
budget.
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The project activities:

The tools that will be used to flag
potential cases of malnutrition,
based on arm circumference and
body fat percentage.

The team from Sion Hospital that is formally signed on to this project. From left to right:
1. Dr. Yashwant Gabhale (a doctor in the AIDS clinic) , student observer from LTMG, An observer from the community
health department, Dr. Mamta Manglani (department head of Pediatrics), Gaurie Tilak , Dr. Harish Pathak (former
director of Mumbai AIDS Control Society, current head of Forensics at KEM Hospital and ARI board member),
Dr. Alka Jadhav (lead nutritionist for our program) , Student observer from the pediatrics department.
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Here is the most recent budget estimate for what
our program will cost:
$5,000 for the hiring of staff.
$0 for documentation costs – the hospital will be
paying for the cost of any data gathered using their
own research budget.
This allows us to use more of our resources for
nutrition
Up to $10,000 for raw materials and preparation of
supplements – we had to increase the number of
children in our program so that we could have a
large enough sample to use our results to prove
our program was a good idea.
We plan to disburse the money to LTMG Hospital
in six month intervals. The first portion will only be
$5,000 total, which will come from the $4,000 we
were given from MF and $1,000 from funds we’ve
raised separately.
Project Report by :

- Gaurie Tilak

“True charity is the desire to be useful to others,
without thought of recompense.” (Emanuel, Swedenborg)

‘Slum-sub-altern’
Dr. A. J. Sebastian, (Kohima, Nagaland, India) in his article
titled ‘Voicing Slum-sub-altern in Slumdog Millionaire’,
published in the Journal of Alternative Perspectives in the
Social Sciences (2009, Vol. 1, No. 3, 897-920), examined
slum-sub-altern with reference to the fiction and the film
Slumdog Millionaire.
‘Slum household’ is described as a group of individuals
living under the same roof in an urban area lacking - durable
housing, sufficient living, secure tenure and access to clean
water and sanitation; and sub-altern means inferior status,
quality, or importance.
Per this study, though segregated slums for the poor is an
aftermath of Industrial Revolution, today one-in three of all
city dwellers live in slums. Over 90 per cent of this underclass are in the developing world, with South Asia having the
largest share, followed by eastern Asia, sub-Saharan Africa
and Latin America.
According to the United Nations’ report, population growth
and urbanization are veritably creating a planet of slums,
which is expected to double by 2030.The slums in the cities
of Africa and Asia are growing by more than a million people
every week.
While many international organizations and NGOs are using
charity to uplift the poor, and to give them independent and
sustainable life, the fate of the poor and the sub-altern
people around the world still needs to go beyond voluminous
documentation and debates.
- Vinata Kulkarni
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